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Abstract Wave-induced fluid flow (WIFF) between fractures and the embedding matrix as well as
within connected fractures tends to produce significant seismic attenuation and velocity dispersion.
While WIFF between fractures and matrix is well understood, the corresponding effects related to fracture
connectivity and the characteristics of the energy dissipation due to flow within fractures are largely
unexplored. In this work, we use oscillatory relaxation simulations based on the quasi-static poroelastic
equations to study these phenomena. We first consider synthetic rock samples containing connected and
unconnected fractures and compute the corresponding attenuation and phase velocity. We also determine
the relative fluid displacement and pressure fields in order to gain insight into the physical processes
involved in the two manifestations of WIFF in fractured media. To quantify the contributions of the two
WIFF mechanisms to the total seismic attenuation, we compute the spatial distribution of the local energy
dissipation. Finally, we perform an exhaustive sensitivity analysis to study the role played by different
characteristics of fracture networks on the seismic signatures. We show that in the presence of connected
fractures both P wave attenuation and phase velocity are sensitive to some key characteristics of the probed
medium, notably to the lengths, permeabilities, and intersection angles of the fractures as well as to the
overall degree of connectivity of the fracture network. This, in turn, indicates that a deeper understanding
of these two manifestations of WIFF in fractured media may eventually allow for the extraction of some of
these properties from seismic data.

1. Introduction

The presence of fractures is very common in most geological formations and tends to dominate their
mechanical and hydraulic properties. This is why there is great interest in improving techniques to detect
and characterize fracture networks. The range of potential applications spans multiple domains throughout
the Earth, environmental, and engineering sciences, including groundwater and contaminant hydrology,
nuclear waste storage, CO2 sequestration, hydrocarbon exploration and production, and tunnel engineer-
ing, among many others [e.g., Liu et al., 2000; Nelson, 2001; Maultzsch et al., 2003].

The analysis of fractures through direct observations is generally difficult due to the limited sampling of the
affected rock volumes and hence remote-sensing-type approaches are of significant interest. Seismic meth-
ods are particularly valuable for the noninvasive detection and characterization of fractures [e.g., Maultzsch
et al., 2003; Clark et al., 2009]. Since in most cases the resolution of seismic data is insufficient for directly
imaging fractures, most of the related research efforts focus on seismic attribute analysis [e.g., Bakulin et al.,
2000]. Correspondingly, various seismic attributes, such as shear wave splitting and azimuthal variations
in P wave attenuation and phase velocity, have been identified as diagnostic features that may permit to
estimate some key properties of fractured media, including the density, the average length, and the orienta-
tion of the fractures [e.g., Liu et al., 2000; Maultzsch et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2007; Clark et al., 2009; Schijns et al.,
2012]. Notably, seismic attenuation has been recognized as a potentially important parameter for this pur-
pose, since different studies have shown that seismic energy loss is very significant in fractured rock masses
and tends to increase with increasing fracture density [e.g., Peacock et al., 1994; Maultzsch et al., 2003; Payne
et al., 2007; Clark et al., 2009; Varghese et al., 2009].

Until recently, the elevated seismic attenuation levels observed in fractured rocks had been considered
to be mainly produced by wave-induced fluid flow (WIFF) between the fractures and the pore space of
the embedding matrix [e.g., Peacock et al., 1994; Chapman, 2003; Brajanovski et al., 2005; Chapman, 2009;
Gurevich et al., 2009]. That is, due to the very high compressibility contrast between the fractures and the
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porous background, seismic waves induce strong fluid pressure gradients and associated fluid flow between
such regions, which in turn produces significant energy dissipation [e.g., Brajanovski et al., 2005; Gurevich
et al., 2009; Müller et al., 2010]. As the wave-induced fluid pressure equilibration process is governed by the
hydraulic properties of the fractured rock sample, one should expect that the resulting seismic attenuation
also contains information about fracture connectivity. Recently, Rubino et al. [2013] have indeed identified
an additional and as of yet unknown manifestation of WIFF in the presence of fracture connectivity, which
is related to fluid flow within the connected fractures. The results of this pilot study indicate that this addi-
tional energy loss mechanism can be very important and that the presence of connected fractures can also
affect the attenuation levels due to WIFF between fractures and the embedding matrix.

Since fracture connectivity controls the flow and transport properties of fractured formations [e.g., Berkowitz
et al., 2000], the findings of Rubino et al. [2013] are of significant importance, as a better understanding of
the role played by fracture connectivity on the behavior of seismic waves may help to extract key hydraulic
information from seismic data. These results could find direct applications in the seismic monitoring of
systems for which changes in fracture connectivity are of interest. An example of a potential application
could be in seismic monitoring of volcanoes. Indeed, an eruption can take place only if the magma body
finds or creates a network of connected fractures to reach the surface. Though some of the fractures may
already exist, others still have to be created as the magma pushes to find a path to flow [e.g., Kilburn, 2003].
Interestingly, the same kind of information may also be of relevance in seismically active zones, as frac-
ture connectivity is considered to play a major role in the generation of earthquakes [e.g., Hardebeck and
Hauksson, 1999]. Another domain where fracture connectivity is a key parameter is modern shale gas and
oil exploitation. In this case, the hydrocarbons are located in the tight pore space of reservoirs characterized
by extremely low natural permeability, and therefore, hydraulic fracturing is needed to extract them. Fluid
flow then takes place almost exclusively in the artificially generated fractures, and hence, the information
related to fracture connectivity potentially contained in seismic data may turn out to be very valuable. The
same applies for most deep geothermal reservoirs, where hydraulic fracturing is also needed to allow for
fluid circulation and heat extraction [e.g., Legarth et al., 2005].

In this work, we seek to extend and complement the initial research of Rubino et al. [2013] by performing an
exhaustive sensitivity analysis of seismic attenuation and velocity dispersion due to WIFF within fractures.
The main objective is to understand in more detail this recently identified manifestation of WIFF, notably
with regard to the roles played by various key properties of the probed material, such as the lengths, per-
meabilities, and intersection angles of the fractures. Particular attention is paid to the spatial distribution
of energy dissipation within the considered fractured rocks, which yields further insight into this new man-
ifestation of WIFF. Finally, we also explore the global effect of WIFF for fracture networks characterized by
varying degrees of interconnectivity.

2. Characteristic Scales of WIFF

WIFF can arise in the presence of heterogeneities in the mesoscopic scale range. This means that the
characteristic length scale of the heterogeneities ameso satisfies

apore ≪ ameso ≪ 𝜆, (1)

where apore denotes the typical pore or grain size and 𝜆 the dominant seismic wavelength. The propagation
of seismic waves through a medium containing mesoscopic heterogeneities produces local fluid pressure
gradients, which are equilibrated through pressure diffusion and thus result in seismic energy dissipation.
The magnitude of the associated seismic attenuation scales with the compressibility contrast between the
heterogeneities and their embedding background [Pride et al., 2004]. Please note that there is no net fluid
flow associated with WIFF, that is, the total amount of fluid mass contained in the pore space of any sample
before and after the passing of a seismic perturbation remains constant.

The seismic response of fractured rocks can be modeled in the framework of Biot [1962] theory of poroe-
lasticity with the mesoscopic fractures represented as highly compliant and permeable heterogeneities
embedded in a stiffer porous matrix [Brajanovski et al., 2005; Gurevich et al., 2009]. This means that the frac-
tures are part of the poroelastic continuum. The porosity of the background material is referred to as the
equant porosity and is assumed to be hydraulically connected with the fracture porosity. As fractures are
very compliant, the compressibility contrast with regard to the background material is large, and hence,
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WIFF can be important in fractured rocks [e.g., Pride et al., 2004]. Therefore, when a seismic wave is incident
on a mesoscopic fracture, an oscillatory fluid flow is induced from the fracture into the equant pore space
and vice versa. For the following, we refer to this manifestation of WIFF as the fracture-background WIFF, or
briefly, FB-WIFF. The relevant spatial scale for this FB-WIFF is the diffusion length

Lb
d ≡ √

Db∕𝜔, (2)

where 𝜔 is the angular frequency of the seismic wave and Db is the pressure diffusivity of the background
material. This diffusivity can be expressed in terms of the poroelastic properties of the fluid-saturated porous
rock [e.g., Rubino et al., 2012]

Db = 𝜅b

𝜂

(
HbMb − (𝛼bMb)2

Hb

)
, (3)

where 𝜅b and 𝜂 denote the permeability of the background material and the shear viscosity of the fluid,
respectively. The additional parameters in equation (3) are given by [e.g., Rubino et al., 2012]

𝛼b = 1 −
Kb

m

Kb
s

, (4)

Mb =
(
𝛼b − 𝜙b

Kb
s

+ 𝜙b

Kf

)−1

, (5)

Hb = Kb
m + 4

3
𝜇b

m +
(
𝛼b

)2
Mb, (6)

where Kb
s and Kb

m denote the bulk moduli of the solid grains and of the dry matrix of the background mate-
rial, Kf the bulk modulus of the pore fluid, 𝜇b

m the shear modulus of the dry frame, and 𝜙b the porosity of the
background rock.

The fluid pressure relaxation is governed by fluid pressure diffusion with a characteristic transition frequency
𝜔b

c . At this frequency, the diffusion length Lb
d is of similar size as the characteristic size of the background

material lying between consecutive fractures, ameso, so that

𝜔b
c ≈ Db∕a2

meso. (7)

For frequencies 𝜔 ≪ 𝜔b
c the diffusion lengths are much larger than the typical size of the heterogeneities.

Correspondingly, there is enough time during each oscillatory half-cycle for the pore fluid pressures of frac-
tures and background to equilibrate. Conversely, for frequencies 𝜔 ≫ 𝜔b

c the diffusion lengths are very
small compared to the size of the background material, and hence, there is no time for communication
between the pore fluid of the fractures and that of the equant pore space. In this case, the pore pressure
is approximately constant within each region. For intermediate frequencies, as characterized by diffusion
lengths that are comparable to the characteristic size of the material lying between consecutive fractures,
that is, frequencies 𝜔 close to 𝜔b

c , significant pressure gradients and fluid flow between the fractures and
the background can be induced by the seismic wave. This in turn results in attenuation and velocity dis-
persion. Correspondingly, the characteristic transition frequency 𝜔b

c is also associated with maximum
FB-WIFF attenuation.

From equations (3) and (7), we see that the frequency range where this energy dissipation operates shifts
toward lower frequencies for decreasing background permeability and increasing characteristic size of
the background material or, equivalently, increasing spacing between fractures. However, for FB-WIFF, the
properties of the fracture material do not affect the location of the attenuation peak.

Rubino et al. [2013] recently showed that, apart from the energy dissipation due to FB-WIFF, another
manifestation of WIFF exists in the presence of connected fractures. The corresponding seismic energy
dissipation is governed by pressure diffusion within interconnected fractures: fractures oriented quasiper-
pendicularly to the direction of propagation of a P wave experience a fluid pressure increase (or decrease)
in response to the stresses applied by the perturbation, and therefore, fluid is injected into (or withdrawn
from) the connected fractures. For the following, we refer to this mechanism as fracture-fracture WIFF or,
briefly, FF-WIFF. If the permeability of the background material is much smaller than that of the fractures,
which is the most typical situation, then it can be neglected from a hydraulic point of view. Correspondingly,
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the location of the FF-WIFF attenuation peak is determined by the frequency at which the diffusion length
in the fracture material is of similar size as the characteristic length of the fractures. That is, the transition
frequency of FF-WIFF is given by

𝜔f
c ≈ Df∕a2

f , (8)

where Df is the pressure diffusivity of the fracture material and af characterizes the lengths of the fractures.
It is interesting to notice here that, contrary to FB-WIFF attenuation, the location of the FF-WIFF attenua-
tion peak is expected to contain information on the defining properties of the fractures per se, such as their
permeabilities and characteristic lengths.

In the following, we shall analyze WIFF effects in fractured media through the use of numerical oscillatory
relaxation tests based on the equations of quasi-static poroelasticity. The corresponding methodological
foundations and the numerical implementation are outlined in Appendix A.

3. Results

In this section, we complement and extend the initial analysis presented by Rubino et al. [2013] to study in
more detail the newly discovered FF-WIFF. For the following, it is important to point out that we have per-
formed an exhaustive convergence analysis to make sure that the employed grid spacing is small enough to
properly represent the diffusion processes associated with FB-WIFF and FF-WIFF.

3.1. Material Properties and Fracture Parameterization
We consider a poroelastic model corresponding to a sandstone containing a set of mesoscopic fractures.
The fractures and the equant pore space are fully saturated with water, which has a bulk modulus Kf of
2.25 GPa, a density 𝜌f of 1.09 g/cc, and a shear viscosity 𝜂 of 0.001 Pa s.

For the sandstone representing the background material we consider a porosity 𝜙b of 0.1 and for the solid
grains composing this region we use the properties of quartz, that is, a bulk modulus Kb

s of 37 GPa, a shear
modulus 𝜇b

s of 44 GPa, and a density 𝜌b
s of 2.65 g/cc. To link the porosity 𝜙b and the solid grain properties

with the elastic moduli of the dry frame, we use the empirical model of Krief et al. [1990]

Kb
m = Kb

s (1 − 𝜙b)3∕(1−𝜙b), (9)

𝜇b
m = Kb

m𝜇
b
s ∕Kb

s . (10)

This yields Kb
m = 26 GPa and 𝜇b

m = 31 GPa for the drained-frame bulk and shear moduli, respectively. In order
to separate the attenuation peak corresponding to FB-WIFF from that due to FF-WIFF, we consider a very
low permeability for the background material (𝜅b = 10−2 mD).

We assume that, at the grain level, the solid material properties of the fractures are the same as those of the
embedding matrix. Following Nakagawa and Schoenberg [2007], we characterize the elastic properties of
the drained fracture in terms of the shear and drained normal compliances

𝜂T = h∕𝜇f
m, (11)

𝜂N = h∕(K f
m + 4

3
𝜇f

m), (12)

where K f
m and 𝜇f

m are the drained-frame bulk and shear moduli of the fracture and h its aperture.

For the following, we consider two quasi-orthogonal fractures without and with intersection (Figure 1). The
rock sample is a square of side length 3.33 cm and the mean aperture of the fractures h is 0.033 cm. Using
𝜂T = 3 × 10−11 m/Pa and 𝜂N = 10−11 m/Pa as proposed by Nakagawa and Schoenberg [2007], we obtain
K f

m = 0.02 GPa and 𝜇f
m = 0.01 GPa. We assume for the porous material composing the fractures a porosity 𝜙f

of 0.5 and a permeability 𝜅f of 100 D.

Please note that, unless explicitly mentioned otherwise, we use the parameterization and
rock physical properties outlined above for the numerical simulations presented in this work.
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Figure 1. Synthetic rock samples employed to analyze fracture con-
nectivity effects on P wave attenuation. Fractures are denoted by
solid “wiggly” lines. (a and b) Samples contain two quasi-orthogonal
mesoscopic fractures without and with intersection, respectively.

3.2. Manifestation of WIFF Due to
Fracture Connectivity – FF-WIFF
Figure 2 shows the inverse quality fac-
tor Q−1

p and the phase velocity Vp for
vertically incident P waves as func-
tions of frequency for the two samples
shown in Figure 1. The red curve in
Figure 2a shows that the presence of
fractures perpendicular to the direc-
tion of wave propagation produces
considerable attenuation, with Qp val-
ues below 25 over a wide-frequency
range. This is expected, because the
strong compressibility contrast between
the quasi-horizontal fracture and back-
ground material produces a large
amount of fluid flow between these two
media in response to the applied strains.
In agreement with the Kramers-Kronig
relations [e.g., Mavko et al., 2009], the
high attenuation levels produced by the
quasi-horizontal fracture (Figure 2a) are
also associated with strong velocity dis-
persion effects over a wide-frequency
range (Figure 2b).

By comparing the blue and red curves,
we see that when the fractures intersect,
significant changes in the overall attenu-
ation and in the phase velocity behavior
arise. In particular, the attenuation level
corresponding to FB-WIFF decreases
and a second attenuation peak arises at
higher frequencies. The latter is due to
FF-WIFF [Rubino et al., 2013]. It is interest-

ing to note that even though the FF-WIFF attenuation peak is located outside the seismic frequency band,
the presence of connected fractures also affects the behavior of the FB-WIFF attenuation peak, as can be
seen in Figure 2a. This means that even in those unfavorable cases, seismic attenuation and phase veloc-
ity may encode some information on fracture connectivity. In agreement with the attenuation behavior,
the frequency range where velocity dispersion is significant gets much broader in the connected scenario
(Figure 2b), which in turn demonstrates that phase velocity also contains valuable information with regard
to the connectivity of the fractures.

To explore the asymptotic behaviors of the attenuation peak due to FF-WIFF, we include in Figure 3, a log-log
plot of the inverse quality factor as a function of frequency for the sample shown in Figure 1b. For this partic-
ular analysis, we reduce the permeability of the background material to 𝜅b = 10−5 mD in order to separate
the two attenuation peaks even more. We observe that the attenuation peak due to FF-WIFF contains two
asymptotic regimes, where 1∕Qp is proportional to 𝜔 and 𝜔−1∕2. These two regimes are separated by the
transition frequency 𝜔f

c∕2𝜋. It is interesting to notice that, in the case of FB-WIFF in a periodic medium, three
distinct frequency regimes exist. This is expected as two very different length scales are involved in this case:
the fracture thickness and the separation between consecutive horizontal fractures [Gurevich et al., 2009].
However, while the low- and high-frequency asymptotes are in good agreement with those observed by
Gurevich et al. [2009], the intermediate frequency regime explored by these authors, where 1∕Qp is propor-
tional to 𝜔1∕2, is absent in Figure 3. This may be due to the fact that the intermediate regime observed by
Gurevich et al. [2009] corresponds to a periodic 1-D distribution of fractures. In our case, the presence of the
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Figure 2. (a) Inverse quality factor and (b) phase velocity for vertically
propagating P waves as functions of frequency for the samples shown
in Figure 1.

quasi-vertical fracture breaks this sym-
metry and discrepancies with respect to
the behavior observed by Gurevich et al.
[2009] arise.

In order to analyze the physical nature
of the attenuation peaks, we calculate
the pertinent poroelastic fields. Figure 4
shows the real part of the fluid pressure
field corresponding to a vertical displace-
ment imposed at the top boundary of
the sample of amplitude 3.33 × 10−9 m,
that is, corresponding to an overall ver-
tical strain amplitude of 10−7. Figures 5
and 6 show the vertical and horizontal
components of the real part of the rela-
tive fluid displacement normalized with
respect to the amplitude of the vertical
displacement imposed at the top bound-
ary of the sample, respectively. Figures
4a, 4b, 5a, 5b, 6a, and 6b correspond to
the sample shown in Figure 1a, whereas
Figures 4c, 4d, 5c, 5d, 6c, and 6d corre-
spond to the sample shown in Figure
1b. Please also note that these fields
are computed at the frequencies of the
two local attenuation maxima, that is, at
1.7 Hz (Figures 4a, 4c, 5a, 5c, 6a, and 6c)
and 82.5 kHz (Figures 4b, 4d, 5b, 5d, 6b,
and 6d).

For the frequency at which the first
attenuation peak occurs, Figure 4a shows

a significant fluid pressure increase in the highly compliant quasi-horizontal fracture as compared to the
stiffer background in response to the applied strain. The resulting fluid pressure gradient induces significant
FB-WIFF, as can be seen in Figure 5a. The attenuation related to FB-WIFF is quantified by the red curve in
Figure 2a. Even though there is no connection between the two fractures, a nonnegligible amount of fluid
flow occurs inside both the quasi-horizontal and quasi-vertical fractures (Figures 5a and 6a). This is due to
the very high permeability of the fracture material, which, as stipulated by equation (A2), leads to signifi-
cant fluid flow in response to a slight fluid pressure gradient. In the case of the quasi-vertical fracture, the
distance between its upper tip and the quasi-horizontal fracture is smaller than the diffusion length in the
background material, and therefore, the fluid pressure diffused from the quasi-horizontal fracture manages
to reach the quasi-vertical fracture. This in turn creates a rather small fluid pressure gradient and correspond-
ing fluid flow inside the quasi-vertical fracture. As we will show later, the contribution of fluid flow inside the
fractures to the total attenuation is, however, rather negligible in this case.

It is also interesting to notice that the fluid pressure induced within the quasi-vertical fracture is rela-
tively low so that its presence does not change significantly the overall fluid pressure field throughout the
sample. However, when the quasi-vertical fracture intersects the quasi-horizontal one, the fluid pressure
field changes rather dramatically, as can be seen in Figure 4c. We observe that the fluid pressure in the
quasi-vertical fracture increases significantly while the quasi-horizontal fracture experiences a fluid pres-
sure reduction as compared to the unconnected scenario (compare Figures 4a and 4c). This altered pressure
distribution is due to the hydraulic connectivity between the two fractures. Correspondingly, the amount
of fluid flowing between the quasi-horizontal fracture and the background rock decreases, as illustrated
by a comparison of Figures 5a and 5c. However, as shown in Figures 5c and 6c, FB-WIFF also takes place in
the vicinity of the quasi-vertical fracture, albeit at a less significant level. In addition, fluid flow inside the
fractures is also significant in this case (Figures 5c and 6c) but, as we will demonstrate later, its contribution
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Figure 3. Log-log plot of inverse quality factor as a function of frequency
for the sample shown in Figure 1b. The black segments indicate the asymp-
totic parts of the attenuation curve. Please note that, in order to separate
the two attenuation peaks even more, we employ a permeability value of
𝜅b = 10−5 mD for the background.

to energy dissipation is negligible.
As illustrated by Figure 2, these
changes in the WIFF pattern find their
corresponding expressions in the
observed attenuation and velocity
dispersion behavior.

For the frequency at which the sec-
ond attenuation peak occurs, fluid
pressure changes in the background
are limited to the immediate vicinity
of the fractures (Figures 4b and 4d).
This is expected because the corre-
sponding diffusion lengths become
smaller as the frequency increases.
Accordingly, the effects on attenu-
ation due to FB-WIFF are negligible
for this higher frequency. Again, the
presence of the quasi-vertical frac-
ture does not change significantly
the fluid pressure field when there is

no connection between the fractures. In addition, since the diffusion length in the background material is
shorter than the distance between the upper tip of the quasi-vertical fracture and the quasi-horizontal frac-
ture, the fluid pressure diffused from the quasi-horizontal fracture into the background does not reach the
quasi-vertical fracture. For this reason, fluid flow inside the fractures is largely negligible in this case.

If the fractures intersect, the fluid pressure field changes substantially (compare Figures 4b and 4d).
Notably, there is a significant fluid pressure gradient and corresponding fluid flow inside the quasi-vertical

Figure 4. Real part of the fluid pressure. Figures 4a and 4b correspond to the sample shown in Figure 1a, while Figures 4c
and 4d correspond to the one shown in Figure 1b. Moreover, Figures 4a and 4c and Figures 4b and 4d denote solu-
tions at frequencies of 1.7 Hz and 82.5 kHz, respectively. The amplitude of the vertical displacement imposed at the top
boundary of the sample is 3.33 × 10−9 m; that is, it corresponds to an overall vertical strain amplitude of 10−7.
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Figure 5. Vertical component of the real part of the relative fluid displacement normalized with respect to the amplitude
of the vertical displacement imposed at the top boundary of the sample. Figures 5a and 5b correspond to the sample
shown in Figure 1a, while Figures 5c and 5d correspond to the one shown in Figure 1b. Moreover, Figures 5a and 5c and
Figures 5b and 5d denote solutions at frequencies of 1.7 Hz and 82.5 kHz, respectively.

Figure 6. Horizontal component of the real part of the relative fluid displacement normalized with respect to the ampli-
tude of the vertical displacement imposed at the top boundary of the sample. Figures 6a and 6b correspond to the
sample shown in Figure 1a, while Figures 6c and 6d correspond to the one shown in Figure 1b. Moreover, Figures 6a and
6c and Figures 6b and 6d denote solutions at frequencies of 1.7 Hz and 82.5 kHz, respectively.

RUBINO ET AL. ©2014. American Geophysical Union. All Rights Reserved. 2259
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Figure 7. Relative contribution to the total energy dissipation ΔER . Figures 7a and 7b correspond to the sample shown
in Figure 1a, while Figures 7c and 7d correspond to the one shown in Figure 1b. Moreover, Figures 7a and 7c and Figures
7b and 7d denote solutions at frequencies of 1.7 Hz and 82.5 kHz, respectively.

fracture in the connected situation (Figures 4d and 5d). This fluid is injected from the quasi-horizontal frac-
ture which experiences an increase of fluid pressure in response to the applied strain. Hence, while fluid
flow within the quasi-horizontal fracture is not very significant when there is no fracture intersection, it does
become substantial when the fractures do intersect. This can be corroborated by comparing Figures 6b
and 6d. As illustrated by the blue curve in Figure 2, this enhanced fluid flow arising within the connected
fractures generates significant seismic energy dissipation.

3.3. Dissipated Energy Associated With WIFF
Though the relative fluid displacement and pressure fields shown in Figures 4 to 6 give us a qualitative idea
of the regions where energy dissipation due to WIFF takes place, they are not the most suitable parameters
for a quantitative analysis. Therefore, we directly compute the dissipated energy due to WIFF. If the compu-
tational domain is partitioned into a finite number of square grid cells of side length 𝛿, the dissipated power
averaged over one wave cycle in a given cell Ωj is given by [e.g., Müller and Rothert, 2006]

ΔE(Ωj) = −1
2

Re
[

ẇ(Ωj)
∗ ⋅ ∇pf (Ωj)

]
𝛿2, (13)

where w is the average relative fluid displacement per unit volume of bulk material and pf the fluid pressure.
Using equation (A2), we get

ΔE(Ωj) =
1
2

𝜂

𝜅(Ωj)
𝜔2𝛿2||w(Ωj)||2 . (14)

This shows that the energy loss is directly proportional to the modulus of relative fluid displacement
squared and inversely proportional to the permeability. The total power averaged over one wave cycle
dissipated in the rock sample is thus given by

ΔET =
∑
Ωj

1
2

𝜂

𝜅(Ωj)
𝜔2𝛿2||w(Ωj)||2. (15)

Therefore, the relative contribution of a given cell Ωj to the total energy dissipation can be defined as

ΔER(Ωj) =
ΔE(Ωj)
ΔET

100%. (16)
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Figure 8. Inverse quality factor for vertically propagating P waves as a
function of frequency for the sample shown in Figure 1b. The different
colors indicate the responses obtained for different values of fracture
permeability, as denoted in the legend.

This is a suitable parameter to quan-
titatively analyze the contribution
of the different regions of the con-
sidered samples to attenuation due
to WIFF.

Figure 7 shows the spatial distribution
of ΔER for the samples and frequen-
cies considered before. That is, Figures
7a and 7b correspond to the sample
shown in Figure 1a and Figures 7c and
7d to the sample shown in Figure 1b.
In addition, Figures 7a, 7c and 7b, 7d
depict the responses for frequencies
of 1.7 Hz and 82.5 kHz, respectively.
We observe that in the unconnected
scenario (Figures 7a and 7b), most of
the energy dissipation takes place in
the background material surrounding
the quasi-horizontal fracture due to

FB-WIFF. That is, even though fluid flow inside the fractures can be significant in these cases (see Figures
5a, 5b, 6a, and 6b), the corresponding contribution to total attenuation is rather negligible. This is because
the fluid displacement in these regions is comparable to that of the background fluid in the vicinity of the
quasi-horizontal fracture. Therefore, since the energy dissipation is inversely proportional to permeability
(equation (14)), the relative contribution of the highly permeable fractures fluid ends up being negligi-
ble compared to that occurring in the weakly permeable background. It can also be seen that for the
frequency of the second attenuation peak the energy dissipation occurs in the immediate vicinity of the
quasi-horizontal fracture, as expected. In order to quantify the total relative contribution of fluid flow within
the fractures to attenuation, we summed up the local contributions of the cells composing the fractures.
It turned out to be 0.0002% for the frequency of the first attenuation peak and 9% for that of the second
peak. Taking into account that attenuation levels are negligible for the situation depicted by Figure 7b,
we can conclude that the contribution of FF-WIFF to energy dissipation is negligible in the absence
of connectivity.

Figure 9. Inverse quality factor for vertically propagating P waves as a
function of frequency for the sample shown in Figure 1b. The different col-
ors indicate the responses obtained for different values of the permeability
of the background material, as denoted in the legend.

For the connected scenario, the situa-
tion is different. For the frequency of
the first attenuation peak (Figure 7c),
the total relative contribution of fluid
flow within the fractures also turned
out to be negligible (∼ 0.005%). In
this case, most of the energy is dissi-
pated in the background material due
to FB-WIFF. Indeed, Figure 7c allows
to see more clearly that, apart from
the energy losses arising in the vicin-
ity of the quasi-horizontal fracture,
a significant part of energy dissi-
pation takes place in the vicinity of
the quasi-vertical fracture (compare
Figures 7a and 7c). For the frequency
of the second attenuation peak, we
observe that very significant lev-
els of energy dissipation take place
within both fractures (Figure 7d).
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Figure 10. Synthetic rock samples designed to analyze the sensitivity of attenuation due to WIFF in relation to the
lengths of connected fractures.

In this case, the total relative contribution of FF-WIFF to attenuation turned out to be 98.23%, thus
illustrating the importance of this energy loss mechanism.

These results therefore indicate that, while the contribution to seismic attenuation due to FF-WIFF is negligi-
ble in the absence of fracture connectivity, it can be very important whenever fractures do intersect. Indeed,
for the parameters considered in this analysis, energy dissipation at the frequency of the second attenuation
peak predominantly occurs due to FF-WIFF.

3.4. Characteristics of Attenuation Due to FF-WIFF
3.4.1. Sensitivity to the Permeabilities of the Fracture and the Background Materials
According to equation (8), the transition frequency 𝜔f

c of the FF-WIFF attenuation peak is directly pro-
portional to the pressure diffusivity of the fracture material and, therefore, to its permeability. In order to
verify this dependence, we show in Figure 8 the inverse quality factor for the sample of Figure 1b for dif-
ferent values of fracture permeability. We see that the transition frequency of the first attenuation peak
𝜔b

c is not sensitive to the fracture permeability and remains unchanged at a value of ∼ 1.7 Hz. Conversely,
and in agreement with equation (8), the second attenuation peak shifts toward higher frequencies with

Figure 11. Inverse quality factor for vertically propagating P waves as a
function of frequency for the samples shown in Figures 10a–10c.

increasing 𝜅f for values above ∼ 10 mD.
For 𝜅f values below ∼ 1 mD, the atten-
uation is, however, not very sensitive to
the fracture permeability and the afore-
mentioned relation between 𝜔f

c and 𝜅f

is not valid. This is expected as when
the background permeability is com-
parable to that of the fracture material,
the fluid will have enough time to flow
into the background during each oscil-
latory half-cycle, and hence, the simple
relation between 𝜔f

c and 𝜅f depicted by
equation (8) does not hold any longer.
Moreover, it is interesting to notice that
in these cases, the two attenuation peaks
collapse into one very prominent sin-
gle peak corresponding to very low Qp

values. By comparing such attenuation
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Figure 12. Inverse quality factor for vertically propagating P waves
as a function of frequency for the samples shown in Figures 10a, 10d,
and 10e.

curves with those of Figure 2, we can
verify that when 𝜅f and 𝜅b are compa-
rable, this single attenuation peak is
very similar to that corresponding to
the unconnected scenario. This, in turn,
illustrates that when the permeability
of the fracture material is comparable
or smaller than that of the background,
the fractures do no longer constitute
preferential fluid pathways. Correspond-
ingly, the fluid is not channelized into
the quasi-vertical fracture as result of
the applied strain. This makes the rela-
tive contribution of FF-WIFF negligible,
and hence, seismic attenuation is mainly
controlled by FB-WIFF.

To study the role played by the perme-
ability of the embedding matrix, we

perform a corresponding analysis by varying the permeability of the background material. Figure 9 shows
the inverse quality factor corresponding to the sample of Figure 1b for different values of background per-
meability. We observe that while, in agreement with equation (7), the transition frequency corresponding
to FB-WIFF shifts toward higher frequencies as the permeability increases, the second attenuation peak
remains unaffected. Moreover, for a background permeability of 1 D, the permeability of the background
and that of the fracture are comparable, and correspondingly, seismic attenuation is mainly controlled by
FB-WIFF. For this reason, the two attenuation peaks collapse into a single prominent peak with very low
Qp values.
3.4.2. Sensitivity to the Lengths of the Fractures
To study the dependence between the characteristics of the attenuation peak related to FF-WIFF and the
lengths of the fractures, we first focus on the role played by the length of the quasi-horizontal fracture.
We consider three different values for this parameter while keeping the quasi-vertical fracture unchanged
(Figures 10a–10c). Figure 11 shows the inverse quality factor as a function of frequency for the three

Figure 13. Relative local contribution to the total energy dissipation ΔER for the samples shown in Figure 10. In each
case, these fields were computed at the frequencies of the corresponding FF-WIFF attenuation peaks shown in Figures 11
and 12.
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Figure 14. Inverse quality factor for vertically propagating P waves as a
function of frequency for samples containing two fractures of equal length
intersecting at their centers at angles of 30◦ , 60◦ , and 90◦ .

samples. We see that the magnitude
of the FF-WIFF attenuation diminishes
as the length of the quasi-horizontal
fracture decreases. This is expected,
since the fluid pressure increase
in the quasi-horizontal fracture as
result of the applied strain becomes
less significant as the fracture
length is reduced. Consequently,
the induced fluid pressure gradient
in the quasi-vertical fracture is also
less significant, thus resulting in
less fluid flow and seismic attenua-
tion. Correspondingly, the amplitude
of the FB-WIFF attenuation peak
also diminishes as the length of the
quasi-horizontal fracture decreases.
In this context, it is also interesting to

note that the transition frequency 𝜔f
c shifts toward higher frequencies as the length of the quasi-horizontal

fractures decreases.

In order to explore the role played by the length of the quasi-vertical fracture, we include in Figure 12 the
inverse quality factor as a function of frequency for the samples shown in Figures 10a, 10d, and 10e. The
corresponding results indicate that FF-WIFF attenuation levels become less significant and that the attenua-
tion peak shifts toward higher frequencies as the length of the quasi-vertical fracture is reduced. Moreover,
the amplitude of the FB-WIFF attenuation peak increases as the length of the quasi-vertical fracture is

Figure 15. Synthetic rock samples designed to analyze the role played by the degree of connectivity of fracture networks
on seismic attenuation due to WIFF.
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Figure 16. (a) Inverse quality factor and (b) phase velocity normalized with respect to the no-flow limit velocity of the
sample shown in Figure 15a for vertically propagating P waves as functions of frequency for the samples shown in
Figure 15.

reduced. An important result emerging from this analysis is that the lengths of both the quasi-vertical and
quasi-horizontal fractures are involved in the definition of the characteristic length af of the fractures.

To better understand the results depicted in Figures 11 and 12, we show in Figure 13 the relative local contri-
bution to the total energy dissipation for the samples depicted in Figure 10. In each case, we evaluate these
fields at the frequencies of the corresponding FF-WIFF attenuation peaks. We see that, although the most
important part of energy dissipation seems to occur in the lower segment of the quasi-vertical fracture,
significant energy losses also occur in the quasi-horizontal fracture. This in turn indicates that the fracture
network has to be considered as an entity and that the various subsegments composing the fractures are
involved in the definition of the characteristic length scale af . It is interesting to note that most of the energy
dissipation shown in Figure 13 is due to FF-WIFF. Indeed, the total relative contribution of flow within the
fractures to attenuation turned out to be above 98% in all considered cases, thus illustrating the importance
of this energy loss mechanism.
3.4.3. Sensitivity to the Intersection Angle of the Fractures
In order to analyze the role of the intersection angle between two fractures on attenuation, we evaluate
the inverse quality factor as a function of frequency for a sample containing two fractures of equal length
intersecting at their centers. One of the fractures is located horizontally aligned in the center of a square
rock sample of side length 3.33 cm and intersected by the other one at an angle 𝜃 of 30◦, 60◦, and 90◦. The
corresponding results are shown in Figure 14. We observe that while this parameter does not change signif-
icantly the location of the two attenuation peaks, it strongly influences their magnitudes. In fact, we see that
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Figure 17. Relative local contribution to the total energy dissipation ΔER for the samples shown in Figure 15. These fields
were computed at the frequencies of the corresponding attenuation peaks related to (a and b) FB-WIFF and (c and d)
FF-WIFF.

the attenuation peak related to FF-WIFF is highest for 𝜃 = 90◦ and gets smaller as 𝜃 decreases. Conversely,
the magnitude of the peak produced by FB-WIFF is lowest for 𝜃 = 90◦ and increases as 𝜃 decreases. This is
expected, because as the nonhorizontal fracture gets more horizontal the strain applied on the rock sample
starts to increase its fluid pressure, and thus, the amount of fluid injected from the horizontal fracture gets
less significant. This in turn causes the fluid pressure gradient between the fractures and the background to
increase, whereas the amount of fluid flow within the fractures becomes less significant. Hence, the levels
of attenuation related to the first peak increase while the magnitude of the second peak decreases as the
nonhorizontal fracture approaches a horizontal position.

4. Seismic Signatures of Fracture Network Connectivity

The degree of connectivity of fracture networks is a key parameter that controls the prevailing effective
hydraulic properties of fractured media. In order to identify the corresponding information that may be
encoded in seismic data, we consider the four samples shown in Figure 15. The sample shown in Figure 15a
contains 20 horizontal fractures, while in the one depicted in Figure 15b we add 20 vertical fractures that
are not connected to the horizontal ones. Samples in Figures 15c and 15d both contain 20 horizontal and
20 vertical fractures but differ in terms of their interconnectivity. In the sample shown in Figure 15c, 10 pairs
of fractures are connected, whereas in the one depicted in Figure 15d, most fractures are connected. In all
cases, the sample is a square of side length 20 cm, and the lengths and apertures of the fractures are 4 cm
and 0.06 cm, respectively. The properties of the background material are similar to those used in the pre-
vious experiments, while the elastic properties of the dry frame of the fracture material were computed
according to equations (11) and (12).

Figure 16a depicts the inverse quality factor of the samples shown in Figure 15 as a function of frequency
for vertically incident P waves. As expected based on our previous observations, we see in Figure 16a that
the samples shown in Figures 15a and 15b exhibit a single clear attenuation peak with high levels of energy
dissipation related to FB-WIFF, whereas the ones depicted in Figures 15c and 15d also have a second atten-
uation peak due to FF-WIFF. For the samples shown in Figures 15c and 15d, the amplitude of the first peak
diminishes as compared with the responses for the samples shown in Figures 15a and 15b. This reduction
in FB-WIFF energy dissipation is more significant for the sample shown in Figure 15d, which is characterized
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by a higher degree of fracture connectivity, and is associated with a more significant attenuation due
to FF-WIFF. We also observe that the second attenuation peak moves toward higher frequencies with
increasing degree of fracture connectivity.

Figure 16b shows that the phase velocity also contains valuable information with regard to the degree of
fracture connectivity. We observe that velocity dispersion effects occur over a wider frequency range in the
presence of fracture connectivity and that the particular characteristics of the changes of phase velocity
with frequency depend on the degree of connectivity. Correspondingly, measurable differences in phase
velocity for seismic frequencies may prevail depending on the degree of fracture connectivity. For the par-
ticular physical parameters and geometries employed in the analysis, significant discrepancies between the
phase velocities corresponding to the different scenarios take place at a frequency of ∼ 100 Hz. Indeed, we
observe in Figure 16b a phase velocity decrease of ∼ 8% between the unconnected scenarios of the samples
shown in Figures 15a and 15b and the mildly connected situation represented by the sample in Figure 15c.
A further significant velocity reduction is associated with the increase in fracture connectivity of the sample
shown in Figure 15d as compared to the sample depicted in Figure 15c.

In order to explore these WIFF effects in more detail, we show in Figure 17 the relative local contribution to
the total energy dissipation for the considered samples. In Figures 17a and 17b, we computed ΔER at the
frequencies of the corresponding FB-WIFF attenuation peaks, whereas in Figures 17c and 17d, the locations
of the peaks related to FF-WIFF were considered. We observe that the energy dissipation fields shown in
Figures 17a and 17b are quite similar, which demonstrates that the presence of the vertical unconnected
fractures does not affect significantly the prevailing WIFF patterns. Moreover, we see that in these cases, the
energy dissipation takes place mainly in the background in the vicinity of the horizontal fractures. Indeed,
the total relative contribution of fluid flow within the fractures to attenuation turns out to be negligible
(< 0.001%). Conversely, energy dissipation in Figures 17c and 17d takes place within the connected frac-
tures and is confined to the vicinity of the fracture intersections. Indeed, the total relative contribution of
FF-WIFF to attenuation exceeds 99% in these cases. As expected, the region where WIFF is significant seems
to be larger for the sample shown in Figure 15d, for which the degree of fracture connectivity is higher.
Since for this sample the attenuation peak is located at higher frequencies compared to the sample shown
in Figure 17c, the characteristic length at which fluid flow is significant is smaller.

5. Discussion

A conceptual simplification used in this study is that the results are based on numerical simulations per-
formed on two-dimensional samples, which implies that the fractures extend infinitely in the out-of-plane
axis. Although this is formally incorrect, the quasi-planar nature of many fractures partially justifies this
assumption and hence allows for valuable insights into the first-order WIFF effects expected to prevail in
real fracture systems.

Conventionally, a single fracture is conceptualized as a pair of parallel interfaces separated by a con-
stant distance referred to as aperture. This simple model is valid only for smooth fracture surfaces and
sufficiently low normal stress with regard to the fracture plane [Liu, 2005]. Natural fractures tend to be
“rough-walled,” with the walls being in contact with each other at certain locations. Both the number and
the spatial extension of these contact areas are expected to increase with increasing normal stress. Given
that these characteristics of fractures control their mechanical and hydraulic properties [e.g., Pyrak-Nolte
and Morris, 2000], it is expected that the two manifestations of WIFF observed in fractured media are
highly sensitive to the effective pressure conditions of the probed medium. Moreover, the regions between
the contact areas often contain rock fragments, weathering products, or mineral deposits, which further
enhance the tortuosity of the fluid pathways across the fracture. In view of all this, it is reasonable to rep-
resent fractures as parts of the poroelastic continuum. Indeed, this conceptualization is consistent with the
models proposed by Liu et al. [2000] for describing the effective elastic properties of fractured rocks and
is commonly employed to simulate groundwater flow in fractured media [e.g., Liu and Bodvarsson, 2001;
Guarracino and Quintana, 2009].

The results presented in this work are valid for mesoscopic fractures; that is, the relevant length scales asso-
ciated with the fractures must obey equation (1). In addition, we assumed quasi-static poroelastic behavior
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to infer the seismic attenuation and velocity dispersion signatures, which in turn implies that the frequency
is smaller than the characteristic Biot frequency [e.g., Biot, 1962; Dutta and Odé, 1979]

𝜔B = 𝜙𝜂

𝜅𝜌f
. (17)

It also means that the FF-WIFF characteristic frequency (equation (8)) should be smaller than 𝜔B. However,
simple inspection for the used fracture parameters yields fB = 𝜔B∕2𝜋 ≈ 0.75 kHz, therefore suggesting that,
at least in some of the situations considered in this work, the FF-WIFF attenuation peak is outside the valid-
ity range of the quasi-static poroelastic equations. Nevertheless, we believe that the corresponding results
are physically meaningful, because seismic attenuation also occurs if 𝜔 ≥ 𝜔B. In this high-frequency regime,
energy dissipation takes place in the viscous boundary layers; that is, it does not result from wave-induced
pressure diffusion but from vorticity diffusion [Müller and Sahay, 2011]. There is evidence to suggest that the
transition from pressure to vorticity diffusion around 𝜔 ≈ 𝜔B is gradual and smooth, which in turn implies
that the energy dissipation estimates based on quasi-static poroelastic simulations are approximately cor-
rect even if 𝜔 ≥ 𝜔B. In this context, it is also important to remark that the present analysis indicates that,
even if the attenuation peak related to FF-WIFF is located outside the seismic frequency band, the presence
of connected fractures also affects the characteristics of the attenuation peak due to FB-WIFF in a significant
manner. This, in turn, indicates that even in the unfavorable case in which the attenuation peak produced
by FF-WIFF is not visible in the seismic frequency band, seismic data may contain valuable information on
fracture connectivity.

Another interesting point is that the FF-WIFF arising in the presence of fracture connectivity can be regarded
as the mesoscopic analog of the squirt flow mechanism identified by Mavko and Nur [1975]. The latter
prevails at microscopic scales and requires that two or more grain-scale cracks of different orientation are
hydraulically connected. Consequently, stress changes cause fluid flow from one crack into another and thus
energy dissipation. It is worth noting that, although the methodology outlined in this study accounts for the
presence of mesoscopic fractures only, it is straightforward to accommodate the combined effects of WIFF
due to both microscopic and mesoscopic fractures by following a procedure similar to that proposed by
Rubino and Holliger [2013].

For the sake of simplicity, the analysis performed in this work only focuses on the additional manifestation
of WIFF that arises when a compressional wave propagates through a rock containing connected fractures.
It is, however, expected that a similar manifestation of WIFF exists for shear waves. Analyzing the effects
of fracture connectivity on the attenuation and dispersion of shear waves is of relevance, since shear and
compressional waves may be used in complementary ways for characterizing fractured media. The corre-
sponding analysis can be performed by applying numerical shear experiments on rock samples containing
connected and unconnected fractures, which will be the subject of forthcoming studies.

In this paper we only analyzed the seismic signatures of vertically propagating P waves. Aligned mesoscopic
fractures result in an overall transversally isotropic (TI) effective medium, while two intersecting fracture
sets can result in monoclonic symmetry [Tsvankin, 2012]. Chapman [2009] studied the frequency-dependent
anisotropy of a rock mass permeated by two sets of aligned mesoscopic fractures. The frequency depen-
dence arises because there is a wave-induced fluid pressure equilibration between the fractures and the
surrounding equant pores. The resulting seismic attenuation and velocity dispersion characteristics are due
to FB-WIFF only, while the contribution of FF-WIFF is not contained in this model. Our results do, however,
suggest that FF-WIFF is an important feature of seismic attenuation and velocity dispersion in fractured
rocks, and correspondingly, ignoring its effects can produce significant errors with regard to the seismic
characterization of these kinds of materials. Future work should therefore analyze the combined effects of
anisotropy as well as FB-WIFF and FF-WIFF on seismic wave propagation in fractured media.

6. Conclusions

We have used numerical oscillatory relaxation simulations based on the quasi-static poroelastic equations
to study the role played by fracture connectivity on the characteristics of WIFF between fractures and the
embedding matrix as well as within connected fractures. We verified that, in the absence of fracture con-
nectivity, mesoscopic fractures oriented perpendicularly to the direction of wave propagation generate
strong P wave attenuation and velocity dispersion due to WIFF between the fractures and the embedding
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porous matrix. However, as soon as such fractures are intersected by others, the seismic signatures change
rather dramatically. In particular, a decrease in the attenuation peak related to the unconnected scenario
together with the appearance of a second attenuation peak associated with high levels of attenuation can
be observed. These effects become stronger as the connectivity degree of the fracture network increases.
In addition, velocity dispersion in the presence of connected fractures prevails within a broader frequency
range, thus producing a noticeable velocity reduction for certain frequencies compared to the unconnected
scenario. We have computed the spatial distributions of the induced fluid pressure, relative fluid displace-
ment, and the local energy dissipation to explore the physical processes involved in the different scenarios.
This allowed us to confirm that the additional manifestation of WIFF arising in the presence of fracture
connectivity is indeed produced by fluid flow within fractures.

We have also performed an exhaustive analysis to study the role played by different characteristics of the
fracture network on the two manifestations of WIFF arising in the presence of fracture connectivity. We
observed that in these cases, seismic attenuation and phase velocity are sensitive to key characteristics of
the fractured medium, namely to the permeabilities, lengths, and intersection angles of the fractures as well
as to the degree of connectivity of the fracture network.

Since fractured rock masses typically show a certain degree of connectivity, the corresponding addi-
tional WIFF manifestation must be accounted for in order to model realistic seismic wave propagation in
these kinds of environments. Moreover, given that these effects contain critical information regarding the
hydraulic properties of fractured rocks, we believe that additional research on this topic, both computa-
tional and laboratory-based, may eventually open avenues for extracting this type of information from
seismic data.

Appendix A: Numerical Analysis of Quasi-Static Poroelasticity

Numerical analysis of seismic attenuation and velocity dispersion due to WIFF in the presence of mesoscopic
fractures is challenging. This is mainly due to the fact that, in the low-frequency range, the spatial scales at
which pressure diffusion occurs are very small compared with the seismic wavelengths. This is compounded
by the necessity to employ small enough grid spacings to properly discretize the fractures, which is an issue
both in the low- and high-frequency ranges. To overcome these problems, we employ a numerical upscal-
ing procedure similar to that presented by Rubino et al. [2009]. We do, however, impose strain boundary
conditions instead of stress boundary conditions, as relaxation experiments turned out to be more suitable
for analyzing the P wave seismic response of rock samples containing very strong compressibility contrasts
(M. Milani, personal communication, 2014). In addition, as suggested by Wenzlau et al. [2010] and Quintal
et al. [2011], we solve Biot [1941] quasi-static consolidation equations rather than Biot [1962] equations of
dynamic poroelasticity. The reasoning behind this is that, since WIFF is controlled by fluid pressure diffusion,
we can neglect the inertial forces, which in turn provides us with a more efficient procedure to estimate the
corresponding effects.

The equations of quasi-static poroelasticity [Biot, 1941] in the space-frequency domain are

∇ ⋅ 𝝈 = 0, (A1)

i𝜔
𝜂

𝜅
w = −∇pf , (A2)

where 𝝈 ≡ (𝜎ij) is the total stress tensor, w the average relative fluid displacement per unit volume of
bulk material, and pf the fluid pressure. Equations (A1) and (A2) represent the stress equilibrium within the
sample and Darcy’s law, respectively. These two expressions are coupled through the stress-strain relations

𝜎ij = 2𝜇m𝜖ij(us) + 𝛿ij

(
𝜆u∇ ⋅ us − 𝛼M𝜁

)
, (A3)

pf = −𝛼M∇ ⋅ us + M𝜁, (A4)
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where us is the average displacement vector of the solid phase, 𝜖ij(us) = 1
2

(
𝜕us

i∕𝜕xj + 𝜕us
j∕𝜕xi

)
denotes the

strain tensor of the solid phase, 𝜁 = −∇ ⋅ w represents the change in fluid content, and 𝜆u is the saturated
Lamé parameter, which is given by

𝜆u = Km + 𝛼2M − 2
3
𝜇m. (A5)

To compute WIFF effects, equations (A1) through (A4) are solved under proper boundary conditions. That
is, a time-harmonic vertical solid displacement of the form Δu ei𝜔t is applied at the top boundary of a
two-dimensional rectangular poroelastic medium containing mesoscopic fractures, which produces a
time-harmonic overall vertical strain of amplitude 𝜖v =Δu/L, where L is the vertical side length of the sample.
No tangential forces are imposed on the boundaries of the sample and the solid is neither allowed to move
on the bottom boundary nor to have horizontal displacements on the lateral boundaries. The fluid is neither
allowed to flow into the sample nor out of it. In order to estimate the stress and strain fields, equations (A1)
through (A4) are solved using a finite element procedure. We use bilinear functions to approximate the solid
displacement vector and a closed subspace of the vector part of the Raviart-Thomas-Nedelec space of zero
order for the fluid displacement. Under the assumption that the heterogeneous rock sample can be repre-
sented by an equivalent homogeneous viscoelastic solid, it is possible to calculate an equivalent undrained
complex plane-wave modulus corresponding to the vertical direction of wave propagation, Mc(𝜔), by using
the relation

Mc(𝜔) =
𝜎(𝜔)
𝜖v

, (A6)

where 𝜎(𝜔) denotes the vertical component of the stress field averaged over the sample’s volume. Then, the
corresponding complex compressional velocity is given by

Vpc(𝜔) =

√
Mc(𝜔)
𝜌b

, (A7)

where 𝜌b is the average bulk density of the numerical rock sample, that is,

𝜌b = 1
V ∫Ω

(
𝜙𝜌f + (1 − 𝜙)𝜌s

)
dV, (A8)

with 𝜌s and 𝜌f being the density of solid grains and pore fluid, respectively. Finally, the equivalent compres-
sional phase velocity Vp(𝜔) and inverse quality factor Qp(𝜔) are [Rubino et al., 2009]

Vp(𝜔) =
[

Re

(
1

Vpc(𝜔)

)]−1

, (A9)

1
Qp(𝜔)

=
Im(Vpc(𝜔)2)
Re(Vpc(𝜔)2)

. (A10)

This numerical algorithm does not only allow for computing seismic attenuation and phase velocity but also
for obtaining the spatial distributions of the main poroelastic parameters, such as the induced fluid pressure
and the relative fluid displacement. These fields are very useful for identifying and exploring the governing
physical mechanisms producing seismic attenuation in fractured media.
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